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Thank You!
The Vil lage Vision project and the Design Visioning Workshop are 
volunteer and donation supported efforts. Thank you to all who donated 
to the Design Visioning Workshop event:

Islands Trust Gabriola Local Trust Committee
Regional District of Nanaimo
Robert’s Place
Woodfire Restaurant and Catering
Mad Rona’s Coffee Bar
Sheila Malcolmson, MP
Village Food Market
Red Roaster Coffee
Namaste Farm
Vancouver Island University
Ross Blackwell
Trax Developments
Agricultural Hall Association
Tobi Elliott, www.tobielliott.com

and all community members that have donated to support community-led planning! 

Thank you also to all community members who have committed time, passion, and 
ideas to this process. You are what community-led planning is al l about. 

September 13, 2016 Editorial, The Sounder
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Introduct ion
There is currently no Specific Plan that sets a proactive, comprehensive 
vision the future of Gabriola’s village core. Gabriola’s last Official 
Community Plan (OCP) review process concluded in 1997. That 
document, subsequent amendments, and the Land Use Bylaw 
include policy and regulations for the village area.  However there 
is dissatisfaction in the community with how the village has been 
evolving in recent years with only these planning tools. Without a 
cohesive plan that cuts across jurisdictional and property boundaries, 
recent public and private improvement projects have perhaps missed 
opportunities to act holistically. With a vision and a plan, each 
coordinated, incremental investment will move us towards a village we 
are proud of. 

In 2011, the Local Trust Committee held a Village Core Workshop 
seeking ideas from Gabriolans for the Village core. Since then, further 
work to consider amendments to the Official Community Plan for the 
village core has been on the Local Trust Committee’s work plan, but has 
not yet been chosen as a priority project. To accelerate the process, 
he Village Vision Community-led Planning project was launched in 
2014, with the expectation of taking about two years. Sponsored by 
Sustainable Gabriola and the Gabriola Island Chamber of Commerce, 
the project is being facilitated by the Village Vision Planning Committee 
(VVPC), a volunteer group with past and current members affiliated 
with Sustainable Gabriola, the Chamber of Commerce, the Gabriola 
Island Advisory Planning Commission, the Gabriola Historical and 
Museum Society, the Transportation Advisory Commission, the Ferry 
Advisory Committee, GERTIE, the Gabriola Agricultural Association, 
village area businesses, and the Gabriola Arts Council. 

The purpose of the project is to facilitate a community conversation 
on a vision for the future of Gabriola’s village core area. Ideas and 
principles will be captured in a summary Village Vision Plan document. 
While this Plan will have no statutory authority on its own, it is 
intended to provide a comprehensive, long-term vision that can help 

Part  1
Introduct ion
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guide the efforts of the governing agencies on the island, including 
the Islands Trust, the Regional District of Nanaimo, and the Ministry of 
Transportation and Infrastructure, as well as individual property owners, 
businesses, community groups, and developers. 

Five community workshops have been held: 1) Framing the Project, 2) 
Land Use, 3) Housing, 4) Water In & Water Out, and 5) Public Space and 
Connectivity. Each workshop has included keynote presentations by 
experts in the topic field, as well as breakout and plenary discussion and 
workshop sessions. A Discussion Summary of input at the workshops is 
available on the www.villagevision.ca website. 

The VVPC is committed to ensuring the process is inclusive, respectful 
of all view-points, and welcoming to all Gabriolans. Before the inaugural 
workshop, businesses and about 200 residences in the village core 
were sent a direct mail-out introducing the project. Each workshop 
has been broadly advertised, including project website updates, direct 
email invitations to our growing mailing list, specific invitations to key 
stakeholders, advertisements and articles in the Gabriola Sounder, 
posters placed around the island, and facebook postings on the project 
page as well as the community bulletin board pages. In additional to 
the five main workshops, the VVPC held a ‘catch-up session’ short form 
meeting in April, 2015; staffed outreach booths at the Fall Fair and 
Farmer’s Market; maintained a project website; and wrote articles for 
the Sounder newspaper.  An on-line Image Preference survey provided 
additional insight into how Gabriolan’s envision rural character in the 
village context. 

Workshop Overv iew
The Design Visioning Workshop was planned to pull all the ideas of the 
community workshops together into cohesive concepts for the village 
core. The Workshop took place September 7-9, 2016, at the Agi Hall. 
Seventeen second-year Master of Community Planning (MCP) students 
from Vancouver Island University (VIU) were divided into four teams, 
with each team being hosted by a VVPC member who could provide 
local expertise as well as continuity with the input collected at the 
community workshops.  Dr. Dave Witty, Provost and Vice-President 
of Vancouver Island University, who has over 45 years of planning 
experience, led the workshop.

Each team had to respond to the Vision Statement and Guiding 
Principles developed from the initial community workshops. 
Additionally, each team had a different ‘Design Brief’ - a set of 
parameters to follow when developing their concept. Team A worked 
with existing zoning. Team B worked with existing zoning and rezoning 
that is supported by the OCP. Team C was tasked with proposing a village 
boundary and what that might mean. Team D was given free reign. 

The first day was a “Day of Discovery”, that included a site tour, a 
presentation on the Islands Trust and island planning by Sonja Zupanek, 
Island Planner, and summary presentations of each community 
workshop. A community event that evening featured a lecture by Dr. 
Dave Witty on Rural Villages, and a facilitated discussion on desired 
outcomes of vision planning. 

The second day was a “Day of Exploration”, that included site analysis, 
principal and goal setting, and initial concept development. The evening 
community event was an informal ‘Open House’, an opportunity to 
circulate amongst the teams and offer feedback on the developing 
concepts. 

The third day involved pulling together the final drawings for the 
evening presentation. Ian Ralston, of TRAX Developments, Integrated 

Resource Management specialist, also helped layered in site servicing 
concepts for each team. 

Sheila Malcolmson, MP, kicked off the presentations with thanking VIU 
for their contributions to planning in the region as well as Gabriola, 
and praising the value of visionary planning. The students then gave 
summary presentations of their concepts.  The workshop concluded 
with the opportunity for the community to view the drawings in a gallery 
format, discuss the ideas with the students, and provide feedback. 

World Cloud of Community Input at Workshop 1
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c o m m u n i t y - l e d  p l a n n i n g 

Vision & Guiding Principles Development

Proposed Vision Statement

Scales of Place

Proposed Guiding Principles Framework

Design Visioning Workshop          S eptember  7-9 ,  2016

Design and planning in the village needs to consider the site, village, and island 
scales of impact and placemaking

Principles developed from community input at Village Vision workshops over the past 2 years. Model adapted from 
place-making, rural design and sustainable development research and frameworks including Charles Montgomery’s 
‘Principles of Wellbeing’, the Project for Public Spaces’s ‘What Makes a Great Place’, Randall Arendt’s Rural by Design, 
and others. 

A Great Village Place
Gabriola’s village is the heart of the island.  It is where Gabriolans gather to shop, celebrate, play, exercise, socialize, 
eat, work and live – a vibrant, and walkable village at the center of our larger island community.  The compact, 
mixed-use design enhances connection, vitality, and walkability, and reduces development and habitat fragmentation 
in the more rural areas of the island. Innovative and sustainable infrastructure ensures development respects the 
area’s carrying capacity.  Our streets and walkways are valuable public open space that put pedestrians and cyclists 
first, creating a welcoming, attractive, and safe environment for alternative transportation, or to “park once then 
walk”. Places and buildings are well designed, human-scale, and use a local and creative vernacular, creating a 
distinctive and memorable village environment that is compelling for visitors and residents alike. The village is also 
the center of a strong, locally based economy that supports working families, demographic diversity, and a healthy, 
sustainable quality of life. Our governing bodies and private development work collaboratively to ensure public and 
private improvement projects contribute to the greater village context, and make incremental progress towards the 
community’s vision for Gabriola’s village core.
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VISION

Vision Statement
The Vision Statement was 
developed  by the Village Vision 
Planning Committee based on 
community input from the Village 
Vision workshops and events. It 
provides inspiration and direction 
for future planning, design, and 
management decisions so they 
incrementally contribute towards 
the community’s vision for the 
village core. Opportunities, 
regulations, and ideas may change, 
but the vision and principles can 
be consistent guides for new 
circumstances.

At a core level, the vision 
Gabriolans have for the village is 
for it to evolve into an even greater 
place, the vibrant heart of our 
sustainable island community. 

Guiding Principles 
The Guiding Principles will also 
guide incremental decisions, 
regardless of changes in opportunity 
or strategy that may occur over 
time. These Guiding Principles 
were also developed based on 
community input from the Village 
Vision workshops and are supported 
by placemaking, rural design, and 
sustainable development research.

Process Principles
These principles guide how the 
community wants planning and 
implementation for the village to 
proceed.

Contextual Principles
Manyof the expressed  principles 
related to the island as a whole 
- these became the Contextual 
Principles. Planning decisions 
for the village need to align with 
and contribute to these broader 
community values. 

Core Placemaking Principles
Other principles expressed were 
focused on the village area itself - 
these became the Core Principles. 
These are described further on the 
following pages. 

Scales of Place

Guiding Principles FrameworkVision Statement - A Great Village Place
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Si te  Analys is

Background Presentations Notes

Site Tours

Examples of SWOT (Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 
Threats)Analyses of the Existing 
Village

Process
The students spent the morning of the second day undertaking Site Analysis studies, based on what they 
had observed during the site tours, notes from the background presentations, review of community input 
at past Village Vision workshops, and map work. Village Vision Planning Committee members worked with 
each team to provide local insight. Each team created site analysis maps, did a “SWOT analysis” (Strengths, 
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats), and developed principles and/or goals that resonated for their 
team. Each team then presented their findings to the group to broaden the conversation. Not surprisingly, 
there were many similarities in each team’s observations. The following is a summary. 

Strengths
• Good mix of commercial and institutional uses
• Most needed uses existing - “almost complete”
• Social capital - strong community connections and stewardship
• Rural island feel
• Natural ecosystems and lots of trees, sense of enclosure, shade
• Close to ferry
• At crossroads of North and South Roads
• Folklife Village character
• Relatively compact, most amenities within 10 minute walk of centre
• Support for local and home-based businesses
• Emerging design character from Madrona Marketplace buildings
• Local events and culture

Weaknesses
• Poor sense of pedestrian safety, lack of pedestrian and bike facilities and crosswalks
• Parking dominates, strip mall development pattern
• Poor connectivity between elements, feels fragmented
• Lack of signage
• Lack of public gathering spaces at all scales, poor public space design
• Few homes within walking distance 
• Poor connection from businesses to street, contributing to pedestrian unfriendliness
• Missing some key uses: community centre / community gathering building / Agi Hall replacement / 

Recreation Centre; affordable and walkable housing; seniors assisted living - hospice care. 

• Poor accessibility for those with mobility issues
• Lack of lighting (safety and vitality at night)

Opportunities
• Undeveloped properties, especially Lochinvar triangle - opportunity 

for community vision
• Undeveloped Pattison Group owned property - opportunity to 

negotiate community amenity contribution of Folklife Village plaza. 
• Agricultural Hall replacement plans underway- opportunity to 

consider relocation and new ideas
• Village Way and Huxley Park planning and implementation - 

opportunity for considering wider context 
• Community desire and opportunities to create a “heart”
• To be a model of sustainable development - energy, water, social, 

ecosystems...
• Tourism - creating a stronger identity; promote arts and history in 

public realm
• Comprehensive water and septic systems planning - an integrated 

resource management approach

Threats & Constraints
• Jursidictional fragmentation
• Lack of local control over roads ; MoTI standards, mandate, and 

process are conflicting with pedestrian improvements
• Reacting to opportunities rather than planning for and directing 

them
• Over-development; a need to understand and respect carrying 

capacity and impacts to ecosystems
• Losing a rural character
• Village development creating negative impacts to other areas of the 

island
• Density constraints -  environmental, political, legal
• Climate change
• Current setbacks and other regulations
• Ferry costs and overloads
• Cost of housing compared to island wages
• Economic challenges
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Part  2
Design Concepts

Site Analysis Maps

Site Analysis Maps
Common themes from each team’s site analysis mapping exercises 
include: 
• Gateways - the need for “gateway experiences” at the ferry terminal 

area, North / South Rd. intersection, Lochinvar Lane and South Rd. 
intersection, and the western edge of The Commons on North Road.

• Existing and potential circulation networks
• Existing and potential public realm networks - nodes; lack of people 

spaces and pedestrian streetscapes
• Existing pedestrian facilities, 5 minute walking radius
• Areas of tree enclosure along streets
• Figure ground studies of building pattern - inconsistency 
• The village core area and the greater village area
• View terminus opportunities, existing focal point features (i.e.  The 

Arts and Heritage Centre)
• Areas of vegetation and sensitive ecosystems and topography
• Land Use patterns
• Opportunity sites
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1 Visitor’s Centre & Exhibit Hall

2 Reconfigured North / South Road Intersection 

3 Residential unit Above Retail

4 Home-Based Business with Street Frontage

5 Lochinvar Lane and North Road Intersection Improvements

6 Folklife Village Plaza

7 Amphitheatre

8 Professional Centre Plaza

9 New Agricultural Hall at The Commons

10 Covered Market at The Commons

11 Community Centre

Design Brief
Team A’s Design Brief was to develop design concepts for the village 
area based on the Vision Statement and Guiding Principles, and to work 
within existing density and use zoning regulations. 

Concept Overview
Team A developed Design Goals based on their Site Analysis and 
background review work: 
•	 Inclusive and Active
•	 Intuitive and Connected
•	 Diverse, multi-functional spaces
•	 Celebrate natural environment
•	 Maintain rural character
•	 Promote sustainability and integrated resource management

Big Ideas
1) Visitor’s Centre & Exhibit Hall 
The Agi Hall and Farmer’s Market is relocated to The Commons. A new 
Visitor’s Centre and Exhibit Hall (run by the museum or GAC, hosting 
special events) becomes a gateway element at the western edge of the 
village greeting new-comers and tourists. 

2) Reconfigured North / South Roads Intersection
North Road is reconfigured to join South Road in a T intersection, with 

Team A  - 
Ex ist ing  Zoning

Team A - Village Core Concept Plan

a stop sign and crosswalks. The reduced pavement area becomes a 
pedestrian gathering zone. 

3) Residential Above Retail
As currently permitted by zoning, one residential unit is added to 
commercial properties. Older buildings are redeveloped to be closer to 
the street with parking behind. 

4) Home-Based Business with Street Frontage
Larger scale home-based business storefronts are located close North 
Road, creating more of a “main street” feel. 

5) Lochinvar Lane and North Road Intersection Improvements
A small traffic circle and crosswalks provide traffic calming, pedestrian 
priority, and a focal point for the village centre.

6) Folklife Village Plaza
Folklife is recognized as the heart of the village, converting the central 
parking lot to a pedestrian plaza.  The central parking area is relocated 
as street parking or behind the buildings.

7) Amphitheatre
An amphitheatre is built into the slope at Folklife Village. 
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Reconfigured North / South Road 

intersection 

Natural Water Features

Amphitheatre Seating

Team A - Village Core Area Circulation Plan

Team A - Village Core Area Resource Management and Sustainability 

Folklife Village Plaza

Folklife Amphitheatre

Community Centre

8) Professional Centre Plaza
Parking is moved to the rear and a landscaped plaza area is created.

9 and 10 ) Agricultural Hall and Farmer’s Market at The Commons
A smaller Agricultural Hall is relocated to The Commons. It is partnered with a covered market structure that 
accommodates a longer season for the Farmer’s Market. 

11) Community Centre
A new community / recreation centre becomes the main community building in the village core. 

 Circulation Concepts
The Village Way trail is extended to the ferry.  A secondary path system connects properties on the south 
edge of North Road. Additional crosswalks clarify pedestrian crossing points throughout the village. The 
reconfigured North / South Rd. intersection reduces paving, acts as traffic calming, and creates a small 
pedestrian gathering area. 

Integrated Resource Management
An Integrated Resource Management Plan for the village is developed so water supply and septic 
management is better coordinated. Zones of clustered on-site wastewater management  systems are 
centrally managed to better insure maintenance. The central management also operates a Bio-solids 
treatment plant, reusing bio-solids as local fertilizer for village landscapes. 
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Team B  - 
Ex ist ing  Zoning + 
Off ic ia l  Community  P lan

Design Brief
Team B’s Design Brief was to develop design 
concepts for the village area based on the 
Vision Statement and Guiding Principles, and 
to work within existing density and use zoning 
regulations as well as rezoning that could be 
supported by the Official Community Plan.  

Concept Overview
Team B developed Design Goals for each of the 
Village Vision Design Principles, based on their 
Site Analysis and background review work: 
They developed a Contextual Concept Plan for 
the greater village area, then a more detailed 
plan for the village core area.  

Team B’s big ideas include a Village Square at 
Lochinvar Lane and North Road, affordable eco-
villages in the Lochinvar Triangle, a Recreation 
Centre, and a multi-purpose Island Centre on 
the current Agi Hall site. 

The concepts generally fit with existing 
zoning and land use designations. Some OCP 
amendments may be required to support 
some of the proposed rezoning (for example, 
to include the Community Hub and Market 
Pavilion in the Village Square Park).

A Place That Charms
• A series of post-card pedestrian experiences
• Elevate design
• A unique identity - promote Isle of the Arts in 

place design

A Place of Ease
• A safe, universally accessible network of 

pedestrian paths linking all village amenities
• Park once then walk

A Healthy Place
• A network of biking and walking paths - getting 

people out of cars
• Support residential within walking distance of 

the village and ferry  
• Support aging in place

A Sustainable Place
• Maintain natural hydrology
• Respect carrying capacity for water and septic
• Wild-life friendly landscape
• Food forest / gardens
• Maintain forest character
• Eco-villages
• Socioeconomic thrivability

A Complete Place
• Link existing amenities
• Provide the missing pieces / complete the core 

(a community gathering building, attainable/
walkable housing...)

A Sociable Place
• Provide a heart - a village square + community 

hub building
• Create pedestrian paths that are social places
• Provide a range of gathering places - from 

intimate to community celebration scale

A Place of Meaning
• Public art and performance space
• Express First Nations heritage
• Landmarks
• Community village stewardship program (public 

art, landscaping, seating...)

A Inclusive Place
• Improve connection between village and ferry
• Universally accessible paths
• Attainable housing
• Integrated play spaces
• Seniors age in place facilities
• Integrated demographics/housing

Team B - Principles and Goals

1 Ferry line-up re-routed

2 Island Centre - Visitor’s Centre, Eco-

education Centre, and Islands Trust 

Offices

3 Gateways

4 Affordable eco-village housing

Team B - Village Context Concept Plan

5 Community Heart / Village Square - 

including Community Hub building, 

Covered Market, and park.

6 Offices, Studios, Employment Centre

7 Recreation Centre

8 Extended Care & Hospice Facility

9 Relocated Emcon facility

10 North Road ‘Main Street’ Corridor

Gateway feature concept 
for North Rd. & South Rd. 

intersection
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1 Island Centre - Visitor’s Centre, Eco-education 

Centre,  & Islands Trust and RDN Offices

2 Gateway - Roundabout and Art Feature 

3 Art Walk / Art Feature

4 Ferry Line-up Overload Parking

5 Eco-Village

6 Heritage Walk

7 Long term Commercial  Redevelopment

8 Live-Work Units

9 Village Square

10 Market Pavilion & Bandshell

11 Amphitheatre

12 Community Hub

13 Crossroads mural

14 Folklife Village plaza

15 Employment Centre

16 Solar array over parking

17 Stormwater treatment pond

18 Recreation Centre

19 Relocated co-op gas station

Team B - Village Core Concept PlanBig Ideas - Village Core Concept Plan
1) Island Hall 
The Farmer’s Market is relocated to The Village Square. A new Island Hall complex hosts 
a Visitor’s Centre, Eco-education Centre, and local government offices. The Island Hall 
becomes a gateway element at the western edge of the village greeting new-comers and 
tourists, and introducing them to sustainable life on the Islands. 

2) Gateway
A roundabout provides traffic calming, a turn-around for ferry traffic, and a central public 
art element that creates a gateway feature to the village. 

3) Art Walk / Art Feature
Gabriola’s identity as the “Isle of the Arts” is celebrated with a connected series of 
permanent and temporary public art displays and exhibit spaces. 

4) Ferry Line-up Overload Parking
The ferry line-up is relocated up North Road to better activate the village area. Overloads 
are accommodated in a eco-parking lot. 

5) Eco-villages
Two eco-villages are located in the Lochinvar triangle, providing affordable housing to 
mixed demographics. They include common facilities, play areas, agriculture, and home-
based business opportunities. 

6) Heritage Walk
A walkway along Lochinvar Lane connects the Village Square to the Museum. It includes 
interpretive displays on First Nations as well Gabriolan pioneer history. 

7) Long-term Commercial Redevelopment
Overtime, older buildings are redeveloped to be closer to the street and Village Way, with 

parking to the rear and people spaces in the front, creating a more 
pedestrian-friendly street frontage.

8) Live-Work Units
Eco-village units that are built to accommodate home-based businesses 
on the ground floor, with retail frontage to the art walk, and activating 
the south side of the North Road ‘main street’ corridor. 

9) Village Square
The Heart of the village! The Village Square hosts a Community 
Hub building, a Market Pavilion with a Bandshell and food kiosk, an 
amphitheatre, playground elements and art features. 

10) Market Pavilion
The Market Pavilion hosts the Farmer’s Market, providing rain coverage 
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Team B - Integrated Resource Management Plan

Team B - Water Servicing Concept

Team B - Stormwater Reservoir for Fire Suppression

and extending the market season. It also acts as a covered bandshell for special events with seating at the 
amphitheatre. A small food kiosk helps activate the space on non-event days. 

11) Amphitheatre
A amphitheatre nestles in to the existing slope, and provides seating for special events at the bandshell, or 
people watching during market days. 

12) Community Hub
The village’s multi-purpose community gathering centre, the Community Hub acts as the replacement for 
the soon to be demolished Agricultural Hall. It includes a flexible gathering space that can be used as a 
Performance Centre. It also hosts shared office/meeting space for local non-profits and community groups. 
Also included are Public bathrooms for special events and storage space for the Farmer’s Market. 

13) Crossroads Mural
The village centre intersection is given special treatment with a painted mural that also acts as a traffic 
calming and crosswalk feature. 

14) Folklife Village Plaza
About half of the central parking lot is converted to a pedestrian plaza, with accessible parking still available 
in proximity to shops and library. The remaining front parking area is reconfigured to include landscaping 
and defined pedestrian walkway connections to North Road. 

15) Employment Centre
A employment focussed centre, including artist’s studios, maker’s spaces, offices, artisan manufacturing, 
and other businesses. 

16) Solar Array over Parking
A parking area becomes a demonstration site for solar energy. 

18) Recreation Centre
Emcon is relocated to another portion of their property and a new 
Recreation Centre becomes the eastern gateway element to the North 
Road ‘Main Street’ corridor. 

19) Co-op Gas Station 
Long term, the Co-op gas station is relocated and replaced by a building 
use and form that activates and emphasizes the village centre crossroads 
at Lochinvar Lane and North Road. 

Water Servicing Concepts
The high-capacity well on the Emcon property becomes the primary 
source for a community water system (supplementing rainwater 
harvesting for non-potable use [potable as well if provincial regulations 
change] and on-site wells) for use by the village public buildings and 
affordable eco-villages. A stormwater reservoir collects water from the 
village area and ferry overload parking lot for use in fire suppression.

Sewerage and An Integrated Resource Management System
A Village Area Integrated Management Plan is developed to coordinate 
water and septic systems between the different properties or clusters of 
properties in the village core - centralized management of decentralized 
systems (water, stormwater, and sewerage). The Village Square and 
Island Hall properties showcase technologies such as composting toilets, 
greywater sub-surface irrigation, and a struvite fertilizer system (perhaps 
with a process unit on The Commons, who could distribute fertilizer 
to local farms). Lawn areas in the eco-villages and Village Square are 
seasonally irrigated by sub-surface dispersal of treated effluent.  
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Team C  - 
A  V i l lage Boundary
Design Brief
Team C’s Design Brief was to develop design concepts for the village area based on the 
Vision Statement and Guiding Principles, and to propose a village boundary. Within the 
village boundary they could propose new land uses and densities as long as it could be 
justified by the Vision Statement and Guiding Principles. 

Concept Overview
Team C based their concept on lessons learned from the background matters and site 
analysis work. They created a set of goals: 
•	 A complete village is a place for the environment and people to connect
•	 Connect the island to its heart
•	 Provide a place for positive social experiences
•	 Reflect rural values and cultural aspects of place
•	 Be inspirational. Be organic and give opportunity for personal expression

Team C - Village Core Concept Plan
1 Market Park

2 Village Centre Pedestrian Street

3 Visitor’s Centre

4 Bandshell

5 Plaza-Oriented Retail

6 Live-work

7 Assisted Living

8 Community Centre

9 Cluster Housing

10 Cottage Co-housing

11 The Hub

12 Gateway Pavilion

13 Water Reservoir

14 North Road Re-alignment
Team C - Village Context & Boundary Plan

Rather than proposing a firm village boundary, 
they recognized intensities of village environments 
(the Village Environ), including the Inner Heart, the 
Feathered Fringe (including the institutional uses along 
North Road), and the Outer Skirt (adjacent areas). 

Team C’s big ideas include re-routing a portion of North 
Road to create a Plaza Green, clustered housing, a 
Community Centre, and a plaza at Folklife Village. 
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Team C - Village Core Land Use Plan

Co-housing Cottages

Plaza Green

Big Ideas

1) Market Park
The existing Farmer’s Market site is improved with seating and other 
park elements.

2) Village Centre Pedestrian Street
North Road is re-routed creating an exciting new pedestrian gathering 
area - the Village Centre. An expanded Arts and Heritage Centre, new 
commercial buildings, and a Bandshell frame and activate the Plaza 
Green. Traffic heading to the ferry is bypassed at a roundabout at 
Lochinvar Lane, creating a more pedestrian-friendly core. 

3) Visitor’s Centre
A Visitor’s Centre is located at the new intersection of North Road and 
South Road, highlighting the main vehicular entry to the village core. 

4) Bandshell
A Bandshell and seating area is nestled into the existing slope and facing 
the Plaza Green, and hosts music concerts, dances, and special events. 

5) Plaza-Oriented Retail
Commercial buildings move into the space created by re-locating North 
Road, creating an activated edge to the Plaza Green. 

6) Live-work 
Multi-family mixed use housing with ground floor home-based business 
with street frontage. 

7) Assisted Living
Central and walkable multi-unit seniors housing. 

8) Community Centre
A central Community Centre is paired with a GERTIE / Transportation Hub. 

9) Cluster Housing
Multi-family mixed affordable and market rate housing with a Central Green for play and a community 
garden.   

Team C - Village Centre Pedestrian Street view to South Road
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Team C - Section At Arts & Heritage Centre

Team C - Section At Farmer’s Market

Team C - Gateway Pavilion 10) Cottage Co-Housing
A cluster of cottage / small homes with a common house facility for 
shared use. 

11) The Hub
A roundabout at Lochinvar Lane and North Road becomes a central 
village feature, redirecting traffic heading to the ferry to Lochinvar Lane. 
The realignment of North Road creates space for new buildings to front 
onto the road and activate the streetscape. 

12) Gateway Pavilion
A built form symbolizing you have arrived at the heart of Gabriola. 
Glowing at night, it is a open,bright, and warm welcome to the village, 
rather than the side view of Madrona Marketplace.

13) Water Reservoir
Expanded wetland and stormwater management system that can also 
act as a water source or fire suppression.

14) North Road Realignment
North Road is realigned to create the pedestrian Plaza Green, with new 
storefronts moved closer to the road, with bistro seating, enhancing the 
pedestrian experience. Parking is located to the back of the buildings. 
The realigned North Road has is designed as a shared street, with traffic 
calming, making it a safe and attractive pedestrian experience and 
special village road. 
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Team D  - 
Open Explorat ion
Design Brief
Team D’s Design Brief was to develop design concepts for the village 
area based on the Vision Statement and Guiding Principles. They were 
otherwise given free reign in developing village design concepts. 

Concept Overview
Team D’s concept celebrates island character, the “Isle of the Arts”, 
nature, and community connection. 

Team D’s concept focused on the Lochinvar Triangle area, but radiating 
from the Lochinvar Lane and North Road intersection - the “Four 
Corners” - as the village heart, building on the established orientation 
of Folklife Village. The centre of Folklife Village is also re-imagined as a 

Team D - Village Core Concept Plan

Team D - Village Core Concept Diagram

1 Pedestrian and Bike Lane to Ferry

2 Gateway Art Feature

3 Village Corridor 

4 Recreation Centre

5 Commercial or Mixed Use (Residential)

7 Park

8 Community Centre

9 Community Building

10 Live Work

11 Wildlife Corridor

12 Affordable Housing Cluster

13 Folklife Village Plaza

14 Four Corners Meeting Place

15 Seniors Extended and Palliative Care Housing

16 The Meeting Place

17  Market Promenade

plaza. At the centre of the Lochinvar Triangle, a The Meeting Place - a 
community gathering building (Community Hub) and amphitheatre 
-  hosts special events, connected by the Market Promenade to the Four 
Corners.
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Walking Trails

Universal Accessibility 

The Village Corridor (North Rd.) 

Wildlife Corridor 

Big Ideas

1) Pedestrian and Bike Lane to Ferry
The Village Way trail is extended to the ferry and includes a bike lane. 

2) Gateway Art Feature
A community design contest leads to a gateway art feature that acts as a landmark and symbol of welcome 
to the village and island. 

3) Village Corridor
The village area section of North Road is re-imagined as a “main street”, with bike lanes, pedestrian 
pathways, landscaping and street trees, a central tree-lined boulevard, public art and seating areas. Slopes 
down to existing businesses are activated with art features, landscaping, and seating.  

4) Recreation Centre
A Recreation Centre is located on North Road, close to the street to create more of a “main street” feel. 

5) Commercial or Mixed Use (Residential)
Flexible, multi-use buildings can accommodate residential, commercial, retail, and/or home-based 
businesses.  Residential is generally envisioned for the second story, with ground floor uses that will activate 
the street. 

7) Park
Park areas throughout the Lochinvar Triangle include play spaces, community gardens, lawn, and natural 
areas. 

8) Community Centre
A Community Centre helps to frame the Four Corners heart of the village. 

9) Community Building
A Community focused building helps to frame and energize The Meeting Place.

10) Live-Work
Flexible use buildings with opportunities for home-based businesses and other uses on the ground floor that 
can help to energize the streetscape while providing affordable housing options to the island. 

11) Wildlife Corridor
A Wildlife Corridor connects nature through the heart of the village, including wheelchair accessible strolling 
paths. 

12) Affordable Housing 
Multi-family and clustered housing provides alternative starter homes and affordable rental housing options 
for the island’s families, seniors, and lower income singles. 

13) Folklife Village Plaza
The centre of Folklife Village is re-imagined at a pedestrian plaza. A vehicular loop allows for easy access by 
low-mobility users only. 

14) Four Corners 
The Lochinvar Lane and North Road intersection is re-imagined as the heart of the village. A roundabout 
and special crosswalks help to calm traffic. The surrounding buildings frame the space. Each corner includes 
seating areas, landscaping, and art features. 

15) Seniors Progressive Care Housing
A multi-unit complex provides assisted living through to palliative care, with easy walking access to all village 
amenities. 
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16) The Meeting Place
The central gathering area for the community, hosting a Community Hub event building and amphitheatre 
for special events. 

17) Market Promenade
The Market Promenade is a generous tree-lined walkway that accommodates the Farmer’s Market and 
other outdoor gallery events. Amphitheatre & Bandshell

Part  3
Analys is
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Common Themes
Common Themes
Each concept is packed full of creative, bold, visionary and often 
interdependent ideas. A common question now is where to begin the 
analysis? How should we determine which ideas should be further 
explored for implementation? One starting point is to look at common 
themes between the concepts. As to be expected, especially given the 
different Design Briefs, many ideas are unique to that team’s proposal. 
But by identifying common themes, patterns of strategies begin to 
emerge. These are important because although specificity will be 
needed when advancing an idea to implementation, the eventual Village 
Vision Plan must also be adaptable to changing opportunities, market 
forces, site conditions, community needs and regulatory constraints. 

Circulation
Given the repeating principle theme of making the village more 
pedestrian friendly from the Village Vision workshops,  it is not 
surprising that improvements to circulation elements are common 
design themes amongst the concepts. These include: 

1) North Road and South Road Intersection Improvements
This intersection was noted through site analysis to be excessively 
paved, and as dangerous for pedestrians, cyclists, as well as vehicles. It is 
also noted as a gateway point to the village. Different teams developed 
different design approaches - including a roundabout (Team B), a 
T-intersection (Team A, Team D), North Road closure and re-routing 
(Team C), and a public art opportunity (all teams). 

2) North Road “Main Street” Redesign
All teams included ideas for making the portion of North Road that 
runs through the village core more of a pedestrian-friendly street, 
with a small town “main street” character. These are comprehensive 
approaches that consider both the road right of way as well as how the 
adjacent buildings meet the street. Ideas include pedestrian walkways 
and bike lanes on both sides of the street, traffic calming, street trees 
and landscaping, on-street parking to buffer pedestrian areas and  
provide better access to businesses, buildings brought closer to the 
street, bistro seating, landscaping, gathering areas and public art. Each 
team also highlighted the intersection of Lochinvar Lane and North Road 
for special treatment. 

3) De-emphasize Parking
All concepts included proposals for addressing the community desire to 
de-emphasize the visual presence of parking in the village. All concepts 
suggested moving away from strip retail development forms where 
parking areas divide the street from the buildings, instead showing 
parking behind buildings. All concepts showed a network of smaller, 
landscaped parking lots rather than a few larger lots. The goal of “park 
once then walk” is supported by developing a stronger pedestrian 
pathway network linking the different businesses and amenities in the 
village, making walking in the village an attractive and instinctive choice. 
On-street parking is also suggested as a way to slow traffic and buffer 
sidewalks, while providing easy access and vitality to street-oriented 
businesses. 

Design Concepts for North Road / South Road Intersection

The Village Corridor (North Rd.) Crossroads Mural at 
Lochinvar Lane and North 
Road

Parking in the Back

On-Street Parking
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4) Pedestrian Pathway Network
All schemes emphasized creating a universally accessible, 
interconnected, pedestrian pathway network throughout the village, 
linking the various businesses and services, and extending down to 
the ferry. Some paths are envisioned as more natural walking trails, 
others as more people spaces with stopping places, landscaping and 
storefronts. 

5) Village Streets
While North Road is the most common highlighted street for pedestrian 
oriented improvements, other streets in the village are also noted for 
similar concepts - pedestrian pathways, bike lanes, traffic calming, 
reduced setbacks, narrow rights of way, seating and landscaping, street 
trees, and public art. Each concept also took a different approach for 
extending a road network into the Lochinvar triangle in a way that would  
enhance connectivity, highlight view-lines, calm traffic, and create strong 
places.

6) North Road Ferry Queue  
Several teams explored the idea of re-routing ferry traffic up North Road 
to capture the energy and business of waiting ferry patrons. Related 
concepts include an overload parking lot before the North / South Road 
intersection, and a roundabout to allow for safe turn-arounds into the 
line-up. 

Parks & Plazas
Each team has a unique response to the community identified need 
for a “heart” of the Village, and how to integrate more people places 
throughout the village, but there were also common themes: 

1) A Village Heart
Each team identified a significant outdoor gathering place, an activated, 
vibrant, and iconic “heart” for the village and the island, that could be 
used for events, a re-located Farmer’s Market, and daily interactions at 
all times of the year: 

A) The Commons - Team A proposed relocating the Farmer’s Market 
and a New Agricultural Hall at The Commons. 

B) The Village Square - Team B showed a Village Square Park at the 
corner of Lochinvar Lane and North Road, including a Covered Market, 
a Community Hub (events space), and bandshell & amphitheatre. 

C) The Plaza Green - Team C proposed a bold and multi-faceted 
idea of re-aligning and closing a portion of North Road to create a 
pedestrian plaza near the South Road intersection, with an associated 
amphitheatre, an expanded Art’s & Heritage Centre, and plaza 
activating building uses. 

D) The Meeting Place - Team D proposed a Community Events Building 
and amphitheatre at the centre of the Lochinvar Triangle, linked by a 
Market Promenade to the Lochinvar Lane & North Road intersection - 
the Four Corners. 

2) Folklife Village Plaza
All teams responded to Folklife Village’s importance to the island 
and framed sense of enclosure by proposing to convert some or all of 
the central parking area to a pedestrian plaza. Various strategies were 
suggested for maintaining ease of access to businesses especially for 
low-mobility users, and for re-locating the needed parking. 

Universal Accessibility Sidewalks and Street-Oriented Buildings 

Team B - The Village SquareTeam A - The Commons

Team D - The Meeting Place

Two of the Four Concepts for a Gathering Place at Folklife Village

Team C-  North Road Re-alignment 
creating a Pedestrian Street

Ferry Queue up North Road - 
Roundabout and Overload Parking 
Lot
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3) Amphitheatre
All teams also proposed an amphitheatre for large community events. 
Some concepts also included a bandshell element. Where it is located 
differs between plans, but each shows it in a vibrant, active location, 
built into the natural topography. 

4) Relocated Market
Three of the four teams suggest relocating the Saturday Market to 
where they propose the “Heart”. The Market helps to activate the 
Heart and make it an iconic, feature space. Team A and B also propose 
a Market Pavilion to cover the vendors and allow for a longer season. 
The soon to be demolished Agricultural Hall is replaced with ideas for 
a Community Gathering & Events Building in other areas of the village. 
The re-location of the Market also opens the Agricultural Hall site to new 
uses that can form a Gateway, greeting visitors at all times of the year. 

Community Buildings
In response to the community input at the Village Vision workshops, all 
of the concepts propose new community buildings or public-oriented 
uses: 

1) Community Gathering & Event Centre
Given that the only larger community gathering building in the village 
core  - the Agricultural Hall - is soon to be demolished, each team 
proposed a replacement building. In some cases it is combined with 
other uses, such as a non-profit/community groups shared office, a 
Performance Centre, a Community Centre, a public washroom and 
storage for the Market. Locations differ but are often associated with the 
“Heart”, an outdoor gathering area, so events can flow between the two 
spaces. 

Amphitheatre & Bandshell

Team B - Market Pavilion at 
the Village Square (F)

Team B - The Community Hub 
at the Village Square (G)

Team B - Recreation Centre (S)

Team B - Island Hall (A)

Team C - Reservoirs

Team A - Visitor’s Centre

Team C - Community Centre
in the Lochinvar Triangle

Amphitheatre Seating

2) Recreation / Community Centre
Each team also proposed a Recreation Centre or Community Centre 
for indoor sports facilities and other uses. Locations include the Emcon 
property, behind the Folklife Village, or the Lochinvar Triangle. 

3) Visitor’s Centre
Three concepts included a Visitor’s Centre at the intersection of North 
and South Roads. Team A and B showed it on the current Agricultural 
Hall site, with the Market relocated to a more central location in 
the“Heart” for the village. The Visitor’s Centre is an iconic building 
marking the entrance to the village as a Gateway feature. Team A 
combined the Visitor’s Centre with an Exhibit Hall run by GAC or the 
museum. Team B combined the Visitor’s Centre, Islands Trust offices, 
and an Eco-Education Centre into a central ‘Island Hall’ building, 
introducing visitors and islanders to sustainable life on the islands. 

Infrastructure
Currently, properties on the island address water, drainage, and 
sewerage needs and regulations on a site by site basis. Keeping the 
village area compact is beneficial for walkability, connectivity, and 
vibrancy. However it can place stress on groundwater and sewerage 
carrying capacities. There is also little oversight over on-going 
maintenance requirements or failing systems. Each team included 
concepts for addressing this challenge:

1) Stormwater Management and Reservoirs
Several teams proposed stormwater management systems that 
maximize this resource, including reservoirs for fire suppression, water 
supply, and/or wildlife habitat. Green infrastructure elements include 
bio-retention areas, green roofs, swales, rain-gardens and ponds. 

Team A - Covered Market and 
Agricultural Hall at The Commons

Team A - Community Centre

A

Huxley	Park
The	Commons
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2) Integrated Resource Management Area Plan
Several teams proposed developing an Integrated Resource 
Management Area Plan for the village. While sewerage systems 
would likely still be decentralized (site or cluster based), a centralized 
management approach could explore ways to collectively make more 
of this potential resource (such as fertilizer production or sub-surface 
irrigation of village public landscaping areas), as well as ensure oversight 
over proper functioning of the systems and relationship to water supply 
wells.

Public Art, Landmarks, and Gateways
The potential of public art in enhancing place-making, especially on 
the “Isle of the Arts”, is evident in its prominence in each concept. All 
concepts also show consistency in where view corridor terminuses 
should be highlighted with landmark focal points, and “Gateway” 
locations - welcoming points into the village core that can be 
emphasized through design. 

1) Gateways
All teams noted the North Road and South Road intersection as a key 
entry Gateway into the village. Strategies to enhance this experience 
include a feature public art element, a roundabout, building form or use 
(Visitor’s Centre), or landscaping. Other gateway points are noted as the 
ferry terminal, North Road at The Commons and at Tin Can Alley. 

2) Public Art Program
Different schemes had different locations or concepts proposed, 
but public art is an important repeating theme, creating landmarks, 
enhancing identity, and adding delight to the village landscape. The 
Gateway at the North/South Road intersection is a common feature 

location. Other concepts include art walks, intersection art murals or 
crosswalks, sculpture gardens, or temporary or permanent displays. 

Landscaping & Ecology
All teams recognized the importance of the natural environment to 
Gabriolans and to being a sustainable island.  Retaining trees where 
appropriate and incorporating natural landscaping repeats across all 
schemes. Other common strategies include: 

1) Streetscape Landscaping
A common theme among concepts is incorporation of streetscape 
and village area landscaping, including street trees, perhaps managed 
by a Village Improvement District. Some concepts tied landscaping to 
Integrated Resource Management concepts, using treated wastewater 
as sub-surface irrigation. 

Housing
All concepts considered integrating housing in the village, creating 
a more vibrant, walkable core, transferring density from more 
sensitive, rural areas of the island, and responding to affordability and 
other housing needs. All concepts, regardless of their Design Brief, 
acknowledged the sensitivity of the question of adding additional 
density on the island. Team A worked with existing zoning and densities. 
Team B increased densities in the core as would be generally supported 
by the Official Community Plan (such as multi-dwelling affordable 
housing for seniors and special needs, or for low-income families via the 
Density Bank). Team C increased density in the core also suggesting via 
density transfers. Team D suggested new densities. Common housing 
themes included:

Team B - Gateway Public Art Example

Team C - Gateway Pavilion at North Road / South Road Intersection

Team B - Integrated Resource Management Plan Area

Street Trees

Wildlife Corridor 

Streetscape Landscaping

Co-housing Cottages
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1) Mixed-Use
Properties with a mix of residential and commercial are already 
permitted in a limited way (one accessory dwelling unit per lot in 
commercial zones). Most existing developments have not implemented 
this due to the economic infeasibility of the costs of increased building 
code requirements borne by only one unit. Most plans indicated some 
version of mixed use buildings with street activating ground floor 
commercial uses and multi-family residential above. 

2) Live-Work / Home Based Businesses
Many of the mixed use buildings were indicated as live/work, with 
home-based businesses that would help activate the street located on 
the ground floor, with residential above or behind.  Village area home-
based businesses would be encouraged to have a presence on the street 
and to positively engage pedestrians walking through the village. 

3) Seniors Progressive Care Housing
Schemes B-D all included a variety of housing options that would 
suit seniors wanting to “age in place” on the island, within walkable 
distance of the village amenities, the clinic, and the ferry. These include 
co-housing cottages and multi-unit buildings - everything from down-
scaled homes through to assisted living, extended and respite care, and 
palliative care. 

4) Cluster Housing
Teams B-D showed some housing types that are clusters of small homes, 
built around shared facilities such as play spaces, gardens, agriculture, 
and green infrastructure (such as stormwater treatment ponds, 
cisterns, or sub-surface irrigation with treated effluent). Co-Housing or 
cooperatives were indicated as development or ownership models

5) Multi-Family
Another, more affordable, housing type illustrated are multi-family 
buildings, with preserved natural areas and architecture to minimize the 
visual presence of the larger building mass. 

Commercial Uses
At full build out, Gabriola is unlikely to support significantly more retail 
than currently exists, however commercial uses can be significant 
contributors to the vibrancy of the village. Schemes varied in how much 
more commercial was suggested, or if change was more indicated via 
long-term redevelopment. Commercial themes include:

1) Village Place-making - Street-Oriented Building Form
All schemes suggested modifying current bylaws to bring commercial 
buildings closer to the street and pedestrian sidewalks, creating a more 
pedestrian engaging environment (with parking in the back). In front of 
the buildings, landscaping, bistro seating, gathering areas, and benches 
create an attractive, consistent, and compelling environment that 
encourages street life and walking between shops and services. 

2) Employment Centre
Encouraging the village as a place for jobs helps to activate the village 
during the day, and supports local shops and restaurants, collectively 
creating a more vibrant place. Various schemes include live-work 
buildings, offices, artist studios, light manufacturing (such as cabinet 
making, bicycles, or soap-making) and other employment focused 
spaces). Where possible, if the use would be interesting to pedestrians, 
the building form should encourage engagement. 

Team B - Live/Work Units
Team B - Multi-Unit Buildings

A A

Team C - Multi-Unit Seniors Housing

Team C - Cluster Housing

Street-Oriented Buildings 

Employment Centre

Parking in the Back
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Appendix  A  - 
Community 
Comments
The following comments were collected at the workshop events and 
subsequent displays at the Farmer’s market. 

The first night of the workshop included a facilitated conversation on 
two questions: 

1) What key outcomes would you like to see come out of visioning 
within 10 years? 
• Acquiring public space
• Mixed commercial/residential uses
• More year-round rental options
• Safe pedestrian access and facilities
• Mix of arts and shopping
• Winter gathering place
• Energy efficient buildings
• Less expensive to operate
• Self-sufficient for shopping needs
• No more strip malls
• Parking behind buildings
• Main road out of village
• Shielded lighting
• Folklife community square
• Self-driving cars are coming
• Place for youth to hang out in the winter
• Gathering places (concerts)
• Hospice / age in place
• Empower community efforts
• Engage with land-owners

• Define ourselves
• Village is the hub

1) How can the village be better connected?
• Self-guided tours
• Safe walkways
• Ferry line-up and traffic improvements
• Green bikes system
• Free scooters
• Lochinvar triangle is key
• Connectivity between organizations and governments
• Connections between school, clinic, and the commons
• Expand seniors centre
• Places to sit
• Wilderness trails
• Virtual connectivity
• Signage
• One-way roads around Lochinvar triangle

The final presentations concluded with a “gallery exhibit”, an 
opportunity to view the drawings close up, speak to the students, and 
give feedback. The drawings were also displayed at the Farmer’s Market 
for 4 weeks following the workshop. These are the comments collected: 

Team A (Existing Zoning)
What do you like? 
• Great – no where to sit – Team A, there would be crosswalks!
• Would like to see intersection with commons and with rollo centre 

for seniors
• A community gathering place (for a meeting like this)
• The Folklife Village as the central meeting place / plaza
• Restructuring of Folklife Village
• Adjacency of community centre
• Relocation of Agi Hall to the Commons
• Traffic calming
• Emphasis on integration of green space

Next  Steps
The Village Vision Planning Committee will continue to do outreach 
to the community and facilitate discussion and feedback on the rich 
collection of ideas and visualizations generated at the Design Visioning 
Workshop.  This discussion will help bring forward those ideas the 
community is most interested in exploring further, whether in the near 
or long term. 

In the spring of 2017, the committee will likely host another community 
event to discuss next steps for bringing the most promising ideas 
forward towards implementation. A final Village Plan report, with 
recommendations for future studies, projects, and policies will be 
presented to our local government agencies, which will conclude the 
priority project of the Village Vision effort. Of course, this will not 
conclude village planning! Planning is an on-going, evolving discussion 
and process. Implementation will take many forms as yet unforeseen, as 
opportunities, site knowledge, and community needs change. Having a 
vision, that is grounded in principles developed from community input, 
means that we can adapt to changing circumstances as much as we can 
be proactive in realizing goals. 

Many of these ideas might be challenging to implement, given market 
forces, regulatory challenges, jurisdictional limitations, or carrying 
capacity responsibilities. It is still critical to be visionary and to visualize 
the very best village we want to see and that we deserve. Gabriolans 
have proved again and again that we are a powerful force for creating 
projects and the island that we want. Having a bold vision inspires 
the dedication and creativity that will seize opportunity, marshal the 
incredible volunteer energy that makes things happen, and drive 
through the barriers that should and can be changed. 

We look forward to continuing the conversation and making the best 
ideas happen! 
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• Moving parking out of site.
• Thoughts put into stormwater management. There are lots of 

opportunities to make the existing set up better, thank you!
• Lumberyard opportunity into a commercial space

Do not like? 
• Not as inclusive as the other plans – regarding all commercial 

enterprises
• So many rules to obey…
• The only things I don’t like are because they are limited by the 

existing regulations, eg # of units of housing over commercial, or no 
ability to put housing over institutional like the community centre.

• Don’t like everything except traffic calming. Put parking and business 
on North Rd. I want no change.

Team B (Existing Zoning + OCP)
What do you like? 
• Great mention of hospice – we’re in denial in this regard. 
• Like hospice care – need something between senior housing and 

hospice/palliative – e.g. progressive care – intermediate to extended
• Liked this plan
• Would like to see a performing arts centre, dedicated only to such 

use
• Re-routing traffic
• Making a central plaza
• Increasing pedestrian accesses
• Reducing use of cars
• Affordable housing in centre
• I like the idea of eco-education centre
• Like the gateway concept
• Love the re-routing of the ferry line-up – linking it to village
 
Do not like? 
• The “heart and hub” being away/beside Folklife Village instead of 

centred in the heart of it – as a piazza without cards – parking for 
wheelchair only, other parking behind. 

• Would like more walkways/trails throughout the larger spaces 

• Need to “eco-fy” Folklife Village
• Problem with traffic circles (which I like in theory) is quite a number 

of people are trying to get to the ferry and have no interest in the 
village at the moment. What about a bypass? 

Team C (Village Boundary)
What do you like?  
• Strong concepts! Love thee North Road pedestrian take-over!
• Transit loop
• Clustering: community centre (pool? Steam room?), co-housing, 

senior housing
• Flow – pavilion entrance
• Relocate ferry line-up to South Road (idle free)
• Would like to see a dedicated performing arts centre
• Bike lockers and rental at community centre
• Idea of central core with live/work space for those without cars and 

giving us idea of walking
• Moving north road!
• Ferry lineup improvements – yeah!
• Love the two gateways and re-routing North Rd and pedestrianizing 

of old North Rd. 

Do not like?
• Would like to hear options for funding creation of live/work spaces
• Need to integrate school with community centre and seniors
• Given area not suitable as “village green”
• Too much parking in core
• Water storage area fails to “pull through” foot traffic
• Would much prefer Folklife village to be the heart of the plan – 

the plaza/piazza and move parking out back with only wheelchair 
exceptions

• We may not like it that people blast through the village trying to get 
to the ferry so rather making it more frustrating create an alternative 
route.

Team D (Open Concept)
Unfortunately, comments on Team D’s plans are missing. Sorry everyone!

General Comments
• Thanks. Great program. Ready to begin this if possible. 
• How about high-rises to reduce cost in the village triangle? Water is 

more concentrated and would be closer to shopping and services.
• Like the green spaces, play spaces, and wildlife corridor
• Like low income housing for service staff
• What happens if ferry lineup is changed to North Road & South Road 

instead of Taylor Bay Road? 
• Like the focus on Lochinvar Triangle
• Like focus on co-op and co-housing
• Like pro-active thinking. Yes to a plan!
• Like minimal development, but yes to improvements (i.e. a new Agi 

Hall / community building, expanded market). 
• Yes to bike and pedestrian improvements


